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Donor # 4446 

Interview Notes 

 
Donor 4446 is tall, dark and very handsome. His look is classic, clean and tailored and 

casual. He would be well placed in J Crew magazine. He came to our interview 

wearing a long sleeved black v-neck sweater with a grey cotton t-shirt underneath. His 

dark blue jeans were tailored to a perfect fit and he wore black and grey tweed canvas 

loafers. His arms and hands are long and graceful and his frame is tall and fit. He 

carried a faded army green man-bag complete with a college ruled, spiral bound 

notebook filled with notes in neat letters and sketches. I could tell he valued looking 

good.  

 

His black hair and eyebrows are curly and thick. His face is long with well-defined, 

symmetrical features. His nose is large and fits perfectly with his face. Most prominent 

are his dark, round eyes and long black lashes making his otherwise classically 

masculine face slightly feminine. These features were complimented by full lips and 

dark, somewhat wide eyebrows. The donor’s skin is a richly toned light brown / olive.  

He has a small amount of acne scarring on his upper cheeks, but it is not noticeable to 

the common observer 

 

Donor 4446 is currently pursuing a bachelor’s degree in media studies. He is 

particularly interested in the effects of media and marketing on society. He is not 

entirely clear on where he is going with this education and admits that it is probably 

time to figure that out. He mentioned that he would very much enjoy working behind 

the scenes in TV and film production. He shared that his parents have always been 

supportive of his choices and taught him to follow what makes him happy.  

 

The donor is a self described former ‘smart aleck’ which he jokes about in the 

narrative portion of his health history. He explained that he was a quiet and timid child 

who chose his comments specifically to be funny and snide, earning him the title. 

Donor 4446 seems self-assured and laid back about the future, a feeling that extended 

throughout his personality in a charming and engaging way.  
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